
The ancient Chinese believed 
that solar eclipses occur when 
a legendary celestial dragon eats 
the Sun. 

Eclipses were regarded as 
heavenly signs that foretold the 
future of the Emperor. 

Over 4 millennia ago, two 
Chinese astrologers were 
murdered for not predicting 
a solar eclipse. Ancient Chinese

Choctaw Indians

In Choctaw history, solar 
eclipses were attributed to a 
black squirrel eating the Sun. 

The Indians had to drive the 
squirrel off with loud noises 
so that mankind could still 
enjoy the heat and light. 

Eclipses 
As seen through the eyes of different cultures



The Ge’ believe that lunar 
eclipses are a result of a fight 
between the Sun and Moon.

They say the eye of the Moon 
is pierced by a small boy who 
shoots it with an arrow. 
The wound bleeds, symbolised by 
the Moon turning reddish and 
dimming. 

A shaman removes the arrow and 
the wound heals.

Ge’ tribe (in the Amazon)

Pomo Indians
The Pomo name for a solar 
eclipse was ‘sun got bit bear’. 

They tell a story about a bear 
who goes out for a stroll along 
the Milky Way. Soon the Bear 
met up with the Sun and the 
two began to argue about who 
would move out of the other’s 
path. The argument turned 
into a fight, which is the 
eclipse.



The Vikings tell a tale about 
two wolves who wish to eat the 
Sun and Moon. Skoll goes after 
the Sun and Hati goes after the 
Moon. When either are caught, 
there is an eclipse.

When this happens, the people 
on Earth rush to rescue the Sun 
or Moon by making as much 
noise as they can to scare off the 
wolves.

Vikings

Hupa Indians

The Moon is a man who has 20 
wives and lots of pets 
including lions, bears and 
snakes. To feed his pets, the man 
goes out to hunt. The pets are 
not satisfied with what he has 
brought them so they attack the 
man, who begins to bleed. 
This is why the Moon turns red.

One of the Moon’s wives is a 
Frog and she rushes to help him. 
Then she and the other wives 
collect up the Moon’s blood and 
help him recover. 



Maori

Australian Aboriginals

Srarch the internet and find out how Australian Aboriginal and New Zealand Maori cultures view Eclipses.
Write a short story such as those on the previous pages. 

Tip: search Google for these key words: eclipses in Aboriginal Australian culture, eclipses in Maori culture.


